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From the Office in the Garden
Over the ages this question has haunted every thin.~ing Eartbling~
Now, their minds on SPACE, Humans are in some kind of "Finishing School." "This is
the junction of two ages across which we find our lifespan stretched," says Edgar
Sievers. Our mental churning is without precedent! ''We live in a badly frightened
world, /I says Reader I s Digest "and for some the meaning has gone out of life." --- A
Bill in Congress for $39 bil, 600 mil for DEFENSE is the price tag for Man's Fear of
Man on this Planet! - But Life is a SCHOOL for piloting outselves thru Illusion,
DelU5lion and Deception -- then "Verily: ye are gods ~" ---The Aillt1Y of the EI\TLIGHTENED
is beginning to MARCH - to march on EVIL in all its forms; - when Colleges opened
their doors to Gr's much else happened as well. KNOWLEDGE IS POWER! - the deathk..l1ell has been struck to sham and subterfuge on this Planet. "The horizons of knowledge are not so much exp3.nding as exploding, /I says Space Writer Arthur Clarke. • •••
It is IACK rather than Luxury that drives people to blaze new trails - yet, if they
would accomplish the BIG TASK then New Age LEADERS must get beyond the plaint of
Iaucity. Effective work cannot be done minus Resources! Concepts come first, just
as "conception ll comes before human birth. And so, you who lead, you who would help
bring in this great NEW AGE -- have you "conceived" the PLENTY for that work, even
before it is in evidence, kn~~ng the Cosmic ALL from which it flows? Stint is not
a part of God or Nature. The time has come for such work to FLOW. And for rowER to
make it FLOW. It is a joyous thing! And the greatest of all Power is Power over the
SELF. nmER POWER! THEREIN lies Value~ \.-7hat painting of the 11a.ster but shows this
type of Divinity raying out from His countenance~ (''What manner of man is this that
even the winds and the waves obey Him?1I -- "Destroy this body and in three days I
will raise it up again. ") Every cnallenge,day in and day out, which we are called
upon to face is but another chance to develop more of what we are here to acquire
POWER!
*D.C. NEWS: 500 IIFriends of the National Zoo" here have dedicated themselves to making this "the best Zoo in the world." •••••D. C. Poli ce plan to use DOGS against crooks
on our streets - may run Dog School here - conferring with Scotland Yards which keeps
279 dogs on its Force; (LLP has long pushed for this as a clean-~ measure, there is
nothing a crook fears more than a dog in ambush! Baltimore has 30 dogs - other cities
please take note •••••A BANK here gives non-time ORGAN CONCERTS •••••Govt has abandoned
de-centralizing of 30,000 more employees - IINo use, bombs now reach too far." (Decentralizing has been a terrible headache for job-holders here.) Numerous Nobel
Prize scientists are assailing secrecy surrounding scientific projects as harmful to
Research - would like to see more exchange with Soviet scientists, etc ••••• COMING near
D.C., "DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRFORr" - Dulles equaled more than 22 plane flights
around the world ••••• In June 5500 LIBRARIANS descended on Washington for Amer Library
Assn Meet; some facts that came out are - New nations which never published anything
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-- 2 -before are now printing wholesale to educate their illiterate masses; Amer Book Pub
Council says there were 13,462 new titles published last yr, not including govt books,
etc. - Library of Cong is "biggest in the world," has 36,900,000 items in it, fills
36 acres of floor space, has 250 miles of shelves, has 160,000 bound volumes of newspapers & periodicals from all over world, subscribes to 800 foreign & 700 u.s. newsrapers - MORE space now necessary - Library of Cong has got to have a 3rd building it employes 2600 people and costs $14 mil a yr to operate! •••••A new National Library
of Medicine is being built at nearby Bethesda •••••A Washington Womens' Club is using
LLP as a source for Program MateriaL •••• Here is the address FROM SPACE of Earthlings
living in D.C. -- Thirty-eight degrees 53 minutes North, 77 degrees 2 minutes west.
Might come handy some day! - Ed.
*HERE - Solar Aircraft has developed fire-fighting MISSILE - can reach disaster scene
5 mi away in 1 min, hover & spray ton of extinguishing fuel1 ••••• COMING in India, by
'64, A-Power Plant, cost $95 mil •••••REroRr that Cal concern bas invented a machine
which will emit a SOUND capable of killing humans, high-pitched but audible ••••• HERE
in Paris, above knee-cap dresses like styles in roaring 20' s ••••• COMING & HERE, MOBILE
SIDEWALKS to carry people like conveyor belts, 2 in N.J ••••• Increasing population
bringing transportation worries - proposal for FREE Bus Service in big cities (cost
carried by taxes) to induce more public transportation ••••• 37,000 killed on our highways last yr -- when Road-easual"b,l EXPECTANCY over a 3-day holiday is "350 dead ~
13,000 maimed" it's time to STAY HOlvIE - or - INVENT SAUCERS! - we're being forced into
the "Force-field principle" for our survival! - Hatch for coming Car Cbanges - fiElectrics" coming back, Curtiss Hright to start production of an "AIR CAR" in Nov. - runs
6-12 inches above the ground ••••• COMING soon, greasless auto ••••• HERE, Dr. invents
typewritel' toot runs by beam of light (handicapped can operate from light fastened on
forehead ••••• COMING, Westinghouse plans ASTRONUCLEAR tAB in Pittsburgh (for nuclear
energy for outer space use) ••••• HERE, EKpert says budget trouble not due to high cost
of living but to cost of living hiSh! .....COMING, more autos in Russia, lst Motels to
be erected near Moscow (Russia short on Hotels) -- many reports that "Co-existence is
here" - "Russia will be retrieved by her own intellectuals," says Pasternal{ -- Proposal for 42 mi TUNNEL BEIWEEN RUSSIA MID AIASKA! - Wells' Newsletter says "Young
Europeans are thinking in terms of a New Era" - see no hope of disarmament but believe
cbanse itself will ~ war impossible." ••••• HERE in Russia, new atomic ray gun, can
cut boulders like butter-ras per Science Fiction - Ed) ••••• HERE, in Derby, Eng. 62 yr
old BEAUTY QUEEN -- (they're "fed up with glamor girls interested only in mink &
moneyt" ••••• HERE, in Africa, 1/5 of Earth'S land surface with its 225 mil souls IS IN
FERMENT! - vlATCH AFRICA!
*THE SAUCER SITUATION is still a double-headed mystery, namely - vlhat is in our skies?
Why does Officialdom treat the subject as it does? The Air Force nOvT bas its own
Saucers, we got it straight from the cow's shoulder! But Saucers are here from SPACE
and they're going to STAY HERE IN SPITE OF THE AIR FORCE as Van Tassel puts it! •••••
Saucer Research now has 3 distinct pbases: 1, Study of Sightings, plus Contracts; 2, The claims of Esoterists v:i.a "Telethot" etc.; 3, Scientific, man-made efforts to
duplicate their LE'VI'rY VS GRAVITY principle of flight; a 4th Pbase is now coming in,
viz, APPROACH OF ORrHODOX RELIGION WITH ITS READY-MADE ClIAI'mELS FOR REACHING THE PEOPLE. Current CHRISTIAN EERALD bas article by Earl Douglas nHE ARE BEING WATCHE:D!" •••
The rule is WHAT YOU WANT, GEr READY~! Hhat ALL want is real Contact, INTERPIANETAFrf. BROTHERHOOD! - Are we fit for it??? This becomes, then, a MORAL ISSUE. British
Interplanetary Socy stresses this angle. Andrew J. Haley, past Pres Internatioml Interplanetary Fed much quoted re "Practice of the GOLDEN RULE in Space." late Pope
. . i as deeply interested in SPACE and conjured with its deep implications 1 Masses are
NOW Space-conscious - time NOW for OrthodoX Religion. They have a NEW PORroSE for
raising the Moral Level. VJ.nister ~ prominent background is ~ giving Leadership.
WATCH THE PUSH TOWARD THIS 4th PEASEl -- HELP! ...Geo King of Eng, Ed newsstand's COS ..
MIC VOICE is stumping the U.S. Also Dr. Hilliamson, back from Peru; Radio's Bob
:Parry, Olean, N.Y. puts out "THE UFO STORY''' (taped '\'leekly prograru) dozens of stations
using - "Response teriffic" Olean's Mayor says "One of the most l.ulusual & intriguing
programs ever to hit the airways." ••••• Green Convention July II - 12, big success 2000 came, 6 balls in Hotel Statler all busyl 40 Lecturesl - they'd been "told" Saucers would recognize it SO L.A. papers of SAME DATE had HUGH HEADLINES - "SAUCERS
OVER PACIFIC," watched, reported by many pilots of 3 BIG AIRLINES, one said "In 19
YrS of flying I've never seen anything like it!" ••••• Radio said wife of Wwell Thomas
is a saucer fa..111" •••••New Club coming in Wichata, Kan •••• Buck Nelson is erecting bldgs
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for next yr's Convention •••• Va.n Tassel says "Too busy with other saucer work for next
yr's Conventibn. Convention coming in Escondido, Cal. 9/5 & in Pleasanton, Cal. 9/6
and 7. A SAUCER RACED OVER WASmNGTON AUG 1, like brilliant star but ZIGZAGGED ~
*HEALTH FRONT: The first Medical Book in the U.S. Colonies was based. on Astrology - it
was by wm CUlpepper & described herbs ••••A safe-and-sure BIRCH CONTROL BILL is now
claimed - study involved 830 women, called practically 100% effective in preventing
pregnancy - after 3 yrs no harm found, trade name ENOVID, bl prescription only, must
be taken daily for 20 days each mo - mos supply would cost ~ll. - woman can quit pills
~ go on having children" ••••World food production is barely keeping pace with increase
~n population & in undeveloped countries it is falling behind hence Committee on Foreign Aid recommends U.S. supply birth control advice to friendly nations requesting it
••••A 5 yr old boy in Denver had operation in which his heart 'VlaS made to stop for 25
minutes •••• 2-rrs later check-up at Walter Reed shOYTs him well~ ••••A 15 yr old girl in
Wichita bad 42 hr open-heart surgery under HYPNOTISM -- successfuJ.~••••l7 mil Americans
are said to be suffering with some form of Mental IlJ,ness---tlMore patiepts in Mental
Hospitals than in all other hospitals put together, (Do '\fe need some ne'VT religious emphasis or ,·mAT? Ed) Strenuous times, swift changes, and too many people living alone
may be causes ••••U.S. Dept of Health, Edu & Helfare ~s announced NEW DIAGNOSTIC
METHOD for numerous diseases (heart, polio, flU, etc.) that enables Drs. to diagnose
in ~ fevT minutes what DID require WEEKS - technique employs ultraviolet light in same
'Hay it""Tlas used as a defense against germ warfare - makes viruses look like "neon
tl
lights - so simple the lAITY could learn ••••Scripps-Howard Sci writer claims Cong is
IIspend_happytl re subject of HEALTH as tho all you have to do to solve any problem is
to spend a lot of money - claims Nat Health Instit~tes tl1at research our worst diseases asked for $350 mil but Senate proposed $480 mil $$ yet there are not enough Researchers to hire to spend that much money~ Tax payers better watch~ Much exploitation re subject of HEALTH. illiat if it is more simple than some think! The Sl;iritual
definition of health is "TO BE AB3Er..'"r FROM THE roDY AND PRESENT WITH THE LORD __ tlIf a
man keep my sayings he shall never see death. II "Hence know we no man after the flesh. II
-- '\-That did the Master mean? •••• The FORMUIA of the famous Cancer-curing Dr. Hoxsey
was printed in full in Jan-Feb issue of Nat Health Fed BuJJ.etin - for re-prints of it
send 25¢ to Nat Health Fed, 2454 Van Ness Ave., San Francisco 9, Cal. Weld heard the
big complaint of the MoD.'s against Hoxsey was that he would not publish his formula :mAD AND EGAD - Ed.
*"THE ONLY PUBLICATION OF ITS KIND:" Many of you send us LLP Subscriptions for your
friends, and 'That better GIFT than to help them watch the FAR-OUT FRONT in TEE:3E
timesll The enclosed IIYellow slip" is for your convenience, to send - vlith your RECOW·lEND written on it to someone you think should be getting the LLP.
*NATURE 1~S -- HERE, 400,000 forest fires in '58 - light~ing starts 7,500 fires a yr
in U.S. at cost of $25. mil -- 600 killed, 1500 injured annually says Lightning Pro-)
tection Inst in Chi. (safest place is in bldgs or lie flat on ground or in youti car.
Mets<YJ.·olcgists hope some day to be able to control Lightning ••••• HERE in GOng, iII'"""to
save our '\vild horses - 100 000 have been I'Iushed out by lOW-flying planes & cruelly
killed (for cat & dog meat~ - only about 500 left - WOT A WOHLD~ - Ed •••••Grizzly Bear
facing extinction, only about 1000 left - was undisputed master of Amer N.W.~ one b10YT
of its :raw could crush a bull's skull, a Grizzly may weigh 750 Ibs, measure 0 ft in
length, live 30 yrs •••••Killer sharks are moving in on Cal's coast. Here in Cong,
effort to eradicate the dogfish Shark - bounties offered ••••• Johns Hopkins g;:J.ve bounty
for 2 mil fireflies for experiment this summer -- we better vroatch out for the welfare
of tmsoeautiful insect! - Ed •••••A woman '4ho HATES to kill ants says she IIcoaxes 11
them away with MOTHFIAIOO, puts it in dooryard. and around theTr"1ioles, IIit works. 11 • • • •
Doz scientists off Cal Coast seeking site for drilling world's DEEPEST HOLE ~n project
aimed at answering age-old question about EARTH'S INTERIOR - ("Nothing shall be hidden" - Ed.) ••••It is far from silent under the sea - fish & other marine life make
many strange noises detectable by hydrophones •••••Go'Vt making an attack on our NATIONAL WATER SIIORrAGE - our fresh water needs will more than double in next 20 yrs. A .
grants program of 100 mil $$ a yr for lO yrs could virtually eliminate sewage pollution in the U.S. What a beautiful New Age Project! Watch H.R. 36l0. Cong in fight
over it - Industries pouring poison effulijents into streams opposing bill. WATCH••••
Hospital Lab in Denver hires girl to IIpet their white mice used in eA-periments, says
they learn faster, stand strain better when someone shows them affection - HUMANS
PLEASE TAKE NOTEI - Ed •••••Since Jan l govt has spent $12 mil in futile effort to
boost the price of eggs to Help Farmers - YET 6 other Agencies have been borrowing
money to help PRODUCE more eggs - goVE gets its wires crossed at tax-payers f expense!.
•••••A Mattress Firm is trying out FOAM RUBBER V.:ATrRESSES FOR MILK COVIS - claims it
improves them - Ye gawds ~ - Ed.
*SKY NEWS: A tax-free $lOO,OOO prize has been offered to the first person to travel in
Outer S:r.a.ce NBC. 7 IIMercury" Astronauts are in training for this eerie job at Iangley,
Va ••••• On drawing boards in Russia - ATOMIC HELICOPrER, 250 ft long, l80 mph •••••Eng' s
jet-air skinnning IIHovercraft ll flew Channel successfu1.ly July 25- ••••Curtis Wright Corp
mil start production of a 4-passenger Air-car in Nov - skims 6-12 inches above land
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or water; Cong lowering its sights to study these llground-effect ll machines; Eng may
produce one half' way between an Ocean Liner and a Plane but Saucer-shaped, to skim
ocean with 1000 passengers! •••••COMING, Cosmic Butterfly~" spreads its wings for cap~rring Solar Energy•••••Aerojet, Cal, bas 50 people working on Chinese Scientist lee's
SPACE ENGINE, llcapable 13 mil mph on fuel at 50¢ a lb., feasible in 3-5 yrs." NEWS on
TV says govt is putting on an 8-10 yr program to develop Flying Saucers; Scripps Howard
columnist vlI'ites he has seen photos of A.F. Saucers flying - others we know have seen
photos. Maybe when the Air Force gets some Saucers of their own they will "allow"
some to come here from Space! - Ed •••• • U.S. may put COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE 22,000
miles UP - would circle Earth every 24 hrs - would send men to it occasionally•••••
"SPACEFT.uIGRT lI British Interplanetary mag, admits 'twidespread interest in possibility
of extra-terrestrial life ••••• HERE, new word - "ASTROOOTANY", refers to planetary
astronomy plus spectral analysis of Earth's plant life - will provide hypothesis for
studJl" of vegetation on other Planets -- Scientists knocking their heads re lldid life
on Earth begin as a spore ~ Space? .... • JAPAN TO ENTER TEE SPACE RACE! has $55 mil
program ••••• In terms of Economy, Air & Space programs have become major factors -- the
Aerospace Industry, (a nm., name for mfgs who build Aircraft, VJissiles & Spacecraft)
has already supplanted the automotive industry as our Nations' major economic stimulant
•••••It is now stated that SPACE begins 1,864 miles from Earth; that is where the density of Earth's atmosphere thins out to equal that of INTERPI.lI.NErARY GAS; five U.S.
Space-Probes have cracked that boundary••••• In 1931 a radio engineer made the startling
discovery that some of our radio static originated in the MIIKY WAY -- NOW Sounds
from Space are giving astronomers a wholly new tool for learning about the Cosmos -WATCH RADIO ASTRONdMY1 ••••Navy has new-type RADAR that can see beyond the horizons ivill be capable of spotting enemy baLlistic missiles 5000 miles away almost as soon as
they leave their launching pads! (war getting more check-mated all the time - Ed) •••
U.S. Shooting up MISSILES and ROCKETS like mad! "R3,ddle wheel" Satellite launched has pa.ddles to catch the sunlight & convert it to energy - much Info already gained would make possible PROBES millions of miles OUT - "Shots at the MOON, MARS and VENUS
ARE NOW POSSIBLE THIS WINTER."
*PATIENCE AND PIACIDITY ARE TO TEE SOUL, WHAT SUNSHINE AND STILI.:NE3S ARE TO THE GROWTH
OF PIANTLIFE. (From a psychic source in vTashington.)
*OBITUARY: On June 20th Arnold Kruchman, Washington, D.C., organizer of the JUNIOR
SKYWATCH OF TEE AlvlE.RICAS,
.
"graduated" from our 3-D ivorld. A child Prodigy, he had
toured the world with his violin until 16, entertaining the crowned heads of Europe.
Then he turned to writing, became an international correspondent. Born for SOARING,
the "eagle" in him sought the skies for subject matter - from the springboard of Misical height he ran the gamut of FLIGHT and sleuthed from the days of PALLOONING to the
days of FLYING SAUCERS; small wonder he was one of the ~ doz reporters intrepid enough
to dot the landscape at Kitty Hawk one day when a couple of crackpots (prophetically
named "Wright ll ) defied Gravity on those lonely dunes. He wrote his story, thumbed his
paper to find it, IT WASN'T THERE! - his Editor didn't believe it! Today, 57 yrs
later with AVIATION almost our TOP INDUSTRY, that story i-Till ever be eloquent for its
absence - a commentary on the sni veled-~-mess of average minds! Krucbman became the
world's FIRST AVIATION EDITOR (NY World 'O~ He made 2 trips around the world, staching supplies for the 1st Round The World Flight .....Significantly, his final effort
was birthing his VISION of TEE JUNIOR SKYWATCH OF THE AMERICAS, to enlist the interest
of YOUTH in "everything that goes" in our skies, including Flying Saucers, paving the
way at this time for this vital Age-group to prep3.re for our new Frontier - SPACE. JSA
Address is H. E. Holden, 1727 R St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
*FREE ENERGY: A French scientist, Dr. Rlges, startled meeting of Spa.ce scientists by
claiming to know secret of Flying Saucers - would need no source of energy but would
eliminate gravity by rotating electric field, challenged all accepted theories of
Spatial physics - A constant police guard is kept around PagesH 1 OTC ENTERPRISE3
still at work after many setbacks - (Progress ever follows the patter of Music's
Minuet - 2 steps forward & 1 step back!) Carr & staf'f' worlcing hard, Electric Auto Co
interested in Carris Gravity Motor - this would bring funds to finish his other aims.
Earthbound 45 ft Saucer at Okla city popular f'or "RIDE3." Many more such ~ order.
Science now admits Spacecraft of' the future will be circular & be electrically ;pro;pelled - as Olr:c has said.
*PUBLISHING NEtTS: "THE:PIJlliEr JUPITER" by Peek, IDndon, "1st book to deal entirely
with this Planet, might find ans to Jupiter's I Red Spot, '" more intriguing than Mars I
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canals" ••• July HA..BPERS carried BIG article on EXtra. Sensory Perception •••New Jat'8'0ese
Mag UFO INTELLIGENCE started Jan-Feb, good quality •••• "Motion picture facsimile is
name for trans-Atlantic TV•••• THE IMAGE INDUSTRY by Fr Iqnch blasts TV-einema for
"'Cilltural crisis." New-type movies due - Ed •••• THE roDY IS A SHELL psy movie by
Gould Productions had big showing across country, their RADIO INTO ErERNITY next &
others later - Gould says "4 mil Esoterists now in U.S. 11 • • • Crehore" author r-1ENTAL TELEPATHY, went on Lecture Tour & radio & TV, many crowds held till 11- A.M. discussing
his bookl •••Augi.e Roberts is putting out SAUCER PHOTO rooK so we hear ••• HERE, FACING
REALITY by Truman Bethurum •••Geo. Adamski is writing another book re recent World Tour,
which Tour he 'Hill finish as soon as rested ••• HeM TO STOP WORRYING used by Dale Carnegie Courses now printed in over 30 languages (shows our trOUble) Courses are held in
over 800 u.S. cities & in 14 foreign countries •••Dorothy Thomas, New Age Pub. Co. lost
her :r:artner-husband mid-:tJTay but carries on like the soldier she is, bas terrific publishing line-up to help bring the New Age - WATCH! •••MY CONrACT WITH FLYING SAUCERS by
Kraspedon (BraZil) Citadel Press, 3.75, from "actual contact," gives tremendous coverage re ~ high PhYSiCS scientists studyingI ••• Recommended IaNSHIP WITH AIJ., LIFE,
2.60, NevT Age Pub Co, 15 2 Glendale Blvd. L.A. - ABRAHAM LINCOLN RETURNS, Evans Pub Co
Box 241 Morristown, N.J. $3.95, tells where Lincoln got his strength! Also SPACECRAFT
FROM BEYOND 3 DI}~SIONS by W. Gordon Allen, $3.50, Radio Station KGAY, Salem Oreg.,
puts Earthlings in their place for thinking they are the only intelligent life in the
Universe •••F.G. sends us PROHIB~G POVERTY (with high praise) by Martin, Nat Livelihood Plan, Winter Park, Fla •••• JUST OUT - "THE CHALLENGE OF THE SPACE SHIplI by Arthur
Clarke - see liSPACE" turning mens' minds a1vay from tribal squabbles, sees us reaching
the Moon, then Planets, then BEYOND OUR SOIAR SYSTEM - this not only ESSENTIAL but
POSSIBLE, so says one of our greatest space 1·Triters; this world-adventurer, Clarke,
plays over God t s earth as an admiring child plays with a ball, then would use it as a
springboard to jump out into the whole COSMOS! ••••THE EARTH'S SHIFrING CRUST, by Hapgood & Campbell ••••Dr. Faria, a Brazilian lawyer & editor UFO Critical Bulletin, is
wri ting a book lIINTERPIAN.ETARY IAI';. II
*M.A.ILB1\G: Editor F. S. Review, London, bas been plagued with printers t strikes - loves
birds, feeds them from his roof garden, praises THE ATLA.NTIANS, new DEDICATED Group •••
J. D., Cal says LLP is indeed unique in the field of Journalism & I look forward to its
tboiling point' ••••A. P. L., Conn says limy hollyhocks from seeds from your Garden DODIG FINEL ••F. D., S,. Dak, & friends watched Mother Ship at dusk & 2 saucers slip from
it ••••M.B. St. Louis, 1ITites "YOl.l. X IJ,P most appreciated of all New Age literattlXe we
receive ••• (The cat bird and a big Zebra Butterfly are sitting VERY CIDSE BY as we work
in the IJ,P Garden.) •••Mitchell Sisters, Mo. send IISpacema.n t s" description of RADIOACTIVITY - looks like wee dust devils, they go counterclockwise as they settle in cells
of body, body sets up clockwise motion to counteract, ~~ CONFLICT, illness, mental
stress, will cause MUTAlrrB lr (Logical! - Ed - ) ...H.S., N.J. writes "l want to add my
word, as a long-time subscriber - yours is the outstanding publication in this field,
with a total effective range far beyond its subscription list.II •••A.L. Cal, says "I
sure do enjoy renewing my subscriptionl" •••C.H., N.Y. says IIKeep your LLP EAR wide
open so all of us can hear thru you.II •••R.L.S., N.Y. says IIvlas getting ready to write
you over LLP delay 1"hen lo! it was in the naiJ. & a joyful shout "It I s HERE1 - didn't
have to ask '1'Hlat?t, either - we'd rather do without eating awhile, it-mea:ns so much
to us 111 • • • Please NOTE - LLP P.as no CERrAIN Release ])ate ••••Mystery in the Mails many LLPf s do not get thru - cantt understandl1 •••• Please, please enclose stamped envelopes when asking?????--Also, gifts of stamps always put to GOOD USE - Much work
being done besides LLP. Much naterial sent out, everywhere - stamps FURTHER this work
- your stamps travel far & wide & when YOU send them tr.a.t maltes YOU a "pARTNER" - quadruples the Power as IIwhen t,fC or three are united it SHALL be done" - a law in both
physics & metaphysics. We VALUE "Partners."
'*THE LITrLE LISTENING POST is issued every few weeks - when the news 'boils over' from
Washington "News Capital of the World. II Washington, right now, if the FOCAL POINT of
GREAT FORCES! WATCHl PRAY1 IlMan t s o~ sin is IGNORANCE. {watch our next issue for
startling news of new discovery that will speed Planet's Knowledge & Enlightenment ~
~ - DErA.IIS JUST COMING INI And send ''Yellmf slip" to all ALERr & Potential
Leaders. Hurry1 More slips on request. IGNORANCE IS DOOMED 1•••THE LITTLE LISTENING
roST IS THE ONLY PtJ13LICATION OF ITS KIND -- SIX ISSUI!S FOR THREE DOLIARS.
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